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while staying as artist in residence at krinzinger Projekte, Vienna in june 2008, the artist zhang ding (1980, 
gansu Vcr), created his installation "wind". the space he creates is determined by the dynamics of the wind: 
to concentrate matter and disperse it again. the audience enters the exhibition over an  increasing platform. 
from the edge of the platform the audiences view opens to large-size polaroid pictures of landscapes and cloud 
formations without cultural brandmark. the pictures are set out in the exhibition space like randomly brought in 
by a blast of wind. his work has the vanishing quality of a momentarily phenomenon. 
the essence for zhang ding is the presence of the absence behind his installation. like glimpses of a perfectly 
blue sky behind a cover of clouds.
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你可以选择留下 

亦可以选择马上离开

you can decide to stay 
or leave immediately


